There’s a (GUEST HOSPITALITY)
App For That

need to save staff time, increase your revenue, and somehow still deliver an unforgettable vacation?
there’s an app for that! see how one guest hospitality app gives you two big benefits:
smoother business operations and great guest experiences.
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Your guest automatically receives
an email asking them to
The app shows guests custom
“before you arrive” information,
including packing recommendations,
the local weather forecast and
concierge services sold by the
property manager.

download your
branded app.
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The app knows when a guest arrives and smartly
shows helpful arrival information including
gate codes, parking instructions, wiﬁ passwords,
and custom property-speciﬁc information
(like where to ﬁnd extra pillows).
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WELCOME!

your guest
automatically
recieves a push
notification to
welcome them and
confirm they have
everything they need
for their stay.

The app shows nearby points of
interest and conveniences, restaurant
recommendations, directions
to the beach or ski lift, and
concierge services you sell.

It also sends a
push notiﬁcation
asking guests to
leave a review, with
the option to take
and upload a picture.

Did the refrigerator break? Guests can
submit a maintenance request
directly in the app...

...and you can message them directly to
conﬁrm when the problem is ﬁxed.

The app provides check out reminders
and promotes your other properties to

encourage rebooking.
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All of the guests’ browsing data is displayed
in their proﬁle in your property management
system.This information can be used
in follow up emails and targeted

remarketing campaigns.
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did you know? 87% of travelers have a smartphone, and 85% of consumers favor apps over mobile sites.
glad to have you tm is the vacation rental management industry’s leading guest hospitality app. with
over 2 million downloads and resulting in an average property review of 4.5 stars, it’s a powerful,
easy-to-use tool for engaging your guests.
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